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The Mans Decree Chapter 2587-Ira looked around once again, only to gasp in 
shock when she saw the people around her. 

“T-These people are all Demonic Cultivators! Are they all demons like me?” 
she exclaimed when she realized that the people there were all Demonic 
Cultivators like herself. 

“That’s right. These people are all Demonic Cultivators. You can now live here 
just like them.” 

Ira was utterly confused at that point. 

One of the Demonic Cultivators, who was standing next to Ira, said, “Abbot 
Infinides is our savior. He’s the one who brought every single one of us 
Demonic Cultivators here. This secret realm belongs to Pentagon Monastery. 
Abbot Infinides has allowed us to stay here. Abbot Infinides is a good man, so 
you have no reason to be afraid. He won’t hurt us.” 

Ira stared at Infinides with shock written all over her face. She had heard 
rumors about how much Infinides hated Demonic Cultivators to the bone and 
how he hunted them down everywhere. 

As it turned out, Infinides was actually saving those Demonic Cultivators. 

However, Ira couldn’t understand why he would want to do so. 

As though he could read Ira’s mind, Infinides flashed her a smile and said, “It 
doesn’t matter if you’re from the human race, demon race, or the beast race. I 
believe everybody is equal, but the Celestial Battle caused the demon race to 
be hunted down by everyone. All forms of life should coexist peacefully, not 
kill one another. I want to protect the balance and harmony of the three races, 
but this is all I can do on my own. I wonder when the three races will be able 
to truly live peacefully among one another…” 

Infinides gazed at the sky above, making him appear a lot older. 

All of a sudden, Ira found herself at a loss for words. She was so stunned that 
she couldn’t even bring herself to thank him. 



“Just stay here for the time being. You can all go free once the three races are 
able to live together peacefully,” Infinides said and got ready to leave. 

“Abbot Infinides,” Ira called out to him. “I have a granddaughter back in Rock 
Village! I’m worried about her…” 

Having witnessed how cruel Francois and the others were, Ira couldn’t help 
but worry about Emily. 

Infinides flashed Ira a confused look. “I didn’t find any other Demonic 
Cultivators in Rock Village, though.” 

“Oh, my granddaughter is human. I adopted her while I was hiding in Rock 
Village. I’m worried that the people from Emerald Cauldron Sect might…” 

Ira couldn’t bring herself to finish that sentence as she feared her words would 
come true. 

Infinides stared her in the eye as he replied, “Good and evil have nothing to 
do with one’s race. It’s a shame many don’t understand that. Don’t worry. I’ve 
already warned the people from Emerald Cauldron Sect not to kill innocent 
people. I’m sure they wouldn’t dare go against my word.” 

He then turned around and walked through the wall of light, slowly 
disappearing from sight. 

Ira simply stood there and stared blankly into space. She had assumed that 
her death was certain, only to have things turn out like this instead. It all 
seemed so surreal that it felt like a dream. 

“Come on, Ma’am. I’ll get you a place to stay. If I’m not mistaken, Abbot 
Infinides used to be in love with a Demonic Cultivator, but the two were torn 
apart when humans started hunting down Demonic Cultivators. They even 
killed his lover. That’s probably why Abbot Infinides has been working so hard 
to save the demon race. We might just be saved if there were a few more 
people like Abbot Infinides,” said one of the Demonic Cultivators as he 
showed Ira the way. Given how much he knew about Infinides, it would be fair 
to assume that he had been staying here for a long time. 
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The Mans Decree Chapter 2588-Back in Rock Village, the villagers, still in 
mourning, suddenly found their entire village surrounded. 

“Bad news, Mr. Antonio. The men from Cyan Village have come to attack us!” 
somebody reported to Antonio in a panicked voice. 

Antonio frowned with worry at the news of the intruders’ arrival. “Notify 
everybody to arm themselves and prepare to face the enemy!” 

Quickly, all the men, women, and children of Rock Village picked up their 
weapons. 

Although the villagers of Rock Village would not dare defy a sect like Emerald 
Cauldron Sect, they would not stand idly by and get run over by the people of 
Cyan Village who were considered their equals. 

Cyan Village might be more powerful than Rock Village, but many of the 
villagers of Rock Village who were enraged were ready to fight the invaders 
from Cyan Village. 

Antonio ascended the stairs at the entrance and surveyed the group—
numbering in the hundreds—from Cyan Village. They were armed and staring 
daggers at them. 

The man in the lead was the village elder of Cyan Village, Yugen Sins. He 
used to lead a gang of bandits before becoming a village elder, seemingly to 
redeem himself, yet every single villager of Cyan Village was a bandit who 
robbed and plundered for a living. 

“Why did you bring so many men to attack us, Yugen? We’re not afraid of you. 
We’ll drag you down with us if it comes down to it!” Antonio said icily. 

“Don’t try to frighten me. I was tasked to lead my men here today. Just do as I 
say, and your lives will be spared. If you refuse, I’ll slaughter everyone in your 
village. Don’t forget who I used to be, old man. Once I’ve killed all of you, the 
girls in your village will be in for a treat,” Yugen said with a sneer. 

Antonio turned red with rage at those words, but he was well aware of 
Yugen’s penchant for brutality. As he was an ex-bandit, the girls would be in 
grave danger if he stormed the village. 



“You mentioned being tasked, Yugen. Who gave you the order? Tell me what 
you want. If Rock Village has it, I will give it to you.” 

Antonio gave in. Yugen only demanded resources every time he dropped by. 
It’s best to send him on his way. Rock Village has suffered heavy losses. 
More may follow if we wage a war right now. 

Antonio was also worried about the women of his village being defiled. He did 
not fear death for himself, but he could not bear to watch his woman get 
violated in front of him. 

“I don’t want anything of yours this time. All you have to do is hand over a 
fellow by the name of Kai Chance, and I’ll be on my way with all my men,” 
Yugen said. 

“Kai Chance?” Antonio froze for a moment, but he soon realized who had 
entrusted Yugen with such a task. 

Antonio gazed into the distance. Sure enough, he saw Francois and Sigurd 
looking over with mischievous anticipation from under a tree not far away. 

Antonio did not expect that despite the warning Infinides had issued to them 
both, they still dared to use the people of Cyan Village to go against them. 

“Go to hell. We won’t hand Kai over to you,” Percy yelled at Yugen after 
climbing up the tower at the entrance. 

“You little shit! Are you courting death?” 

Yugen flew into a rage, having been told off by a youngster. 

“You’re the one courting death around here.” 

Percy nocked an arrow and sent it flying toward Yugen with a whoosh. 

Yugen moved aside to dodge the arrow. “Kill them all! Breach the gates, and 
all the women will be yours!” 
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The Mans Decree Chapter 2589-Following Yugen’s command, the villagers of 
Cyan Village let out bloodthirsty cries of excitement and began shooting 
arrows toward Rock Village. 

Some kept pounding on the gates of the village. Although there was an 
arcane array around the door, they were simple spells that would not last long. 

The villagers of Rock Village began to retaliate. Countless arrows rained down 
from the tower. 

Consumed by bloodlust, Percy sent arrow after arrow flying. 

Soon, there were casualties on both sides, but the villagers of Cyan Village 
did not seem to care as they continued to attack. The villagers of Rock Village 
knew that they would not stand a chance if the village were breached, so they 
resisted with all their might. 

In that manner, both sides fought relentlessly while Francois and Sigurd, who 
were not far away, watched the fight with smiles on their faces. 

To them, the villagers of both Rock Village and Cyan Village were lowly, 
wretched peasants who were no better than insects. Whether or not they lost 
their lives was of no particular significance. 

After over an hour of battle, the gates of Rock Village were at risk of falling. 
The towers on both sides had collapsed, and it was only a matter of time 
before the invaders of Cyan Village stormed in. 

“Percy, inform Emily at once and go with her to bring Kai to safety through the 
secret passage. Go as far as you can. Don’t come back.” 

Antonio had also sustained injuries. Aware that he could not defend the 
village, he grabbed Percy and ordered him to take Kai away. 

“I won’t leave, Mr. Antonio. I will stay and fight. I will die with you,” Percy said, 
sobbing. I won’t go! 

“Why won’t you listen to me, boy? Go with Emily and take Kai away. Look for 
Ali. Kai should know where he is. As long as you survive, Rock Village’s future 
lives on. Remember to avenge us,” Antonio said to Percy. 



Percy bit his lip, his tears falling incessantly. In the end, he nodded and ran 
toward Emily’s house. 

As soon as Percy left, the gates of Rock Village finally collapsed, and the 
villagers of Cyan Village dashed in. 

“The village has been breached, Emily. Mr. Antonio asked us to bring Kai to 
escape through the secret passage!” Percy said to Emily, panting as he did 
so. 

Emily’s heart lurched. She looked at Kai’s unconscious figure and nodded. 

Emily and Percy got to work. They decided to carry him to escape through the 
secret passage. 

Just when they were about to lift him, his body flickered with rays of light. 

As it became blinding, Kai began levitating, and he suddenly opened his eyes. 

Emily and Percy exclaimed in excitement when Kai woke up. 

“You’re finally awake, Kai!” 

Emily threw herself onto him and wept. 

Percy, too, could not stop his tears when Kai came to. 

Kai looked dazed. He tried to recall the events before he lost consciousness. 
He remembered Ira giving him the demon bead, which he had ingested and 
fainted shortly after. 

He gently clenched his fists and realized that he had regained his strength 
and broken through to Eighth Level Manifestor. Furthermore, he seemed to 
possess an unusual power within him. 

Unlike spiritual energy, this power was formed by a combination of several 
forces. 

Kai directed his spiritual sense inward, guiding the power within him all over. 

“I-Is this the Power of Three?” 



Kai was stunned because he realized that apart from the Power of Dragons 
within the draconic essence, his spiritual energy, Ultimate Force, and even his 
newly obtained power of the beast race had melded together. 
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more potent than any other force he had experienced. At that moment, Kai’s 
mind was filled with the Power Of Three. 

It was the power of all three races fused into one. Although Kai knew very little 
about the Power of Three, he knew it was extremely powerful. 

While Kai was still reeling from shock, he was suddenly roused by the noise of 
the massacre outside. “What’s going on outside, Emily?” 

“The people from Cyan Village are here, Kai. They’ve breached the village 
gates and are slaughtering everybody,” Percy quickly said. 

Kai dashed out as soon as he heard those words, but Emily and Percy held 
him back. 

“Mr. Antonio ordered us to take you away through the secret passage. Don’t 
go. They’re here for you. You’ll die if you go out there. The people from 
Emerald Cauldron Sect are here too. They are the ones who ordered the 
people of Cyan Village to attack us,” Percy said to Kai. 

Kai’s anger flared when he heard that. Now that he had regained his full 
strength and even advanced to Eighth Level Manifestor, he was not afraid of 
Francois. 

“Rest assured, you two. I have regained my powers. I’m no longer afraid of 
them.” 

Kai pushed Emily and Percy aside, then strode out. 

As soon as he emerged from the house, he found a bloodbath before him, 
with many villagers of Rock Village lying in pools of blood. 

Antonio was still holding on as he led a group of survivors. 



Kai looked at the scene before him, his eyes becoming moist before turning 
bloodshot. 

A murderous aura enveloped Rock Village. The sky suddenly grew dark, and 
a gale began to howl. 

The intruders became frightened by the sudden turn of events. They froze and 
gaped at the dim sky. 

Kai strode forward slowly, one step at a time. His eyes were red, and black 
mist enveloped him. 

At that moment, his eyes were glowing red. He looked like a demon from hell. 

“Kai…” 

Antonio looked a little excited when he saw that Kai was awake. 

“Thank you, Mr. Antonio. Take them to rest and leave this to me. I will not 
allow a single one of them who has hurt the villagers of Rock Village to leave. 
They all must die.” 

As soon as he finished, a terrifying aura emanated from him. 

The men of Cyan Village suddenly realized they could no longer move. They 
felt as if they were being crushed by a mountain. 

Many of those from Cyan Village threw up blood from the crushing impact. 
Some of them even exploded. 

Kai did not move. That pressure from his overwhelming dominance alone 
caused immense casualties for the villagers of Cyan Village. 

That was the unfathomable gap between their strength. 

Yugen was forced to his knees with such impact that his kneecaps shattered 
instantly. 

He looked at Kai in terror, unable to believe how powerful the latter had 
become. If he had known, he would not have promised to help Francois. 

However, it was too late for regrets now. 



“Kai is here,” Francois said, then leaped up and landed in Rock Village with 
Sigurd. 

Yugen’s eyes flashed with hope at Francois’ arrival. “Help me, Mr. Wurtsel!” 
Yugen begged Francois as he had been following his orders. 

However, Francois did not spare Yugen so much as a glance. He merely 
waved his hand, and Yugen’s head exploded. He was dead before he hit the 
ground. 

Yugen no longer held any value to Francois. A worthless man like him could 
only die. 

 


